
T
his project is a 7,000 sq. ft.
living laboratory con-
structed as a rooftop addi-
tion to an existing academic
building on a large urban

university campus. The laboratory mis-
sion is to research office environments
and innovations aimed at improving the
quality of work life for the 50% of U.S.
workers who work in offices through 
advances in individual comfort and 
productivity, organizational flexibility,
technological adaptability and environ-
mental sustainability.

In addition to its primary research
focus, the project had to fit the environ-
ment of the historic building upon which
it is sited as well as the surrounding cam-
pus. By breaking the massing of the new
structure into a series of modular bays
that support asymmetrical saw-tooth
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The building addition is an attentive 

combination of design, architectural details

and daylighting, which helps enhance the

workplace and complement and reinforce 

the existing, historical building.
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hipped-roof configurations, the roof
form not only maximizes solar orienta-
tion but creates a breakdown in scale
sympathetic with the roofscape of the
campus. Each of the 4.8m bays is en-
closed by a high-performance curtain
wall system and solar control system.
The rhythms and color reflect both in-
ternal structure and program needs as
well as the rhythms of the historic terra
cotta facade.

The internal planning is conceptual-
ized as an “intelligent village” to max-
imize interaction while retaining
opportunities for occupants to with-
draw into “coves” of greater privacy.
Working with major vendors of work-
station technology, researchers will test
new workgroup configurations and
provide feedback to manufacturers on
how to more fully integrate their prod-
ucts with HVAC, lighting and er-
gonomic technologies. Throughout the
project, opportunities to integrate mul-
tiple building systems in a flexible
manner have been addressed. The ex-
posed structure made of recycled steel
was designed with modular, bolted
connections that allow for the integra-
tion of mechanical, electrical and
telecommunications systems. This
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modular steel system demonstrates the
design’s flexibility and potential use in
other facilities with differing size re-
quirements. Below the raised floor sys-
tem, the spacing of the structural
members forms the “chassis” of the
building, allowing the reuse of the pro-
ject’s concept in future projects.

The $4 million facility provides
training in material, component and
systems choices and their integration
for performance and in instrumenta-
tion and metrics for evaluating per-
formance and occupancy comfort. The
facility enables the interchangeability
and side-by-side demonstrations of in-
novations in HVAC, enclosure, interior
and telecommunication components
and assemblies. As a “lived-in” office,
research and educational environment,
the facility provides a testing ground to
assess the performance of new prod-
ucts in an integrated, occupied setting.

The facility is not a temporary
demonstration project but rather a dy-
namic environment for teaching and
evaluating how integrated building
components, systems and assemblies
affect building performance. In-house
post-occupancy research is critical to
validating simulation and assessing
performance in an integrated setting.
As a testbed of new ideas and a
demonstration center for successful in-
novations, combined with innovative
“officing” concepts and portable diag-
nostics, the facility is a unique living
laboratory of office environments.
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